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Caster is an action-platformer developed by Riverbond and published by No Cliché Games.
Caster is a slice-of-life RPG in which you must play as Soph, the protagonist, as she ventures

through a world full of excitement, danger and mystery. As players progress through the game
they will encounter obstacles, enemy types and decide the fate of the land. Story: The year is

2097. The world is becoming unstable as large artificial monsters emerge and overrun the
populous. Against the backdrop of this catastrophic failure of technology, Soph, a caster, and

her best friend Twyla, uncover the source of the machines' creation. This leads them on a
journey across the country to discover the technology behind these creations and the dark

secrets they hide. On the way they meet Hade, a mysterious boy who has a strong desire for
power and an unwillingness to listen to the rules of the people. Soph learns that there is more

to the world than meets the eye and that the power she wields is greater than she’d ever
imagined. Gameplay: You control Soph through a series of beautiful 3D open world landscapes.
By interacting with the world, including picking up objects, opening doors, climbing ledges and
battling enemies, you will affect your surroundings. The game is constantly in play so as you

traverse the landscape you can interact with objects and enemies to solve problems and
achieve objectives to progress the story. However, the worlds are often dark and Soph is

unable to see in the dark, so you must have a torch to see what is hiding in the corners. With
over 100 weapons in the game and several upgrades available, you will be able to customise
your loadout as you progress.An investigation of the kinetics and mode of action of the potent

and wide-spectrum antibacterial compound N-4-chloro-
N'-(4,6-dimethyl-5-oxo-1-phenyl-1,4,5,6-tetrahydropyrimidin-2-yl)phenyl)benzene-1,4-diimine.
The kinetics of the bactericidal action of the potent and broad-spectrum antibacterial agent,

N-4-chloro-N'-(4,6-dimethyl-5-oxo-1-phenyl-1,4,5,6-tetrahydropyrimidin-2-yl)phenyl)ben
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Chess piece selection is varied between capturable and warrior
Piece variations between normal, decorative and full versions of the current piece type

Current variant selection is used to move and capture, heal and other impacts
Capture can be done even on unmoveable positions

Influence the success of the captures and the impact magnitude
All piece capturing is done on enemies

Infinite game mode
Worldmap and info/settings window

AI and computer players
Randomized generated piece types

Have fun!
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